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Collection creepiness
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Create your own character
In Where’s Wally? books Wally is often joined

Katie, our Trainee Curator,
thinks this homemade
photo frame, which is
over 100 years old, is
the spookiest object in
the museum.
Which object do you
think is the spookiest?

About the frame
Private John William Aucott sent this frame,
which would have been part of his Christmas
dinner ration during World War One, to his
mother. It is made from hard biscuits which could
crack a soldier’s teeth if they weren’t soaked in
water or tea before they were eaten. Soldiers
would even write on them and use them as
postcards!

by other characters. These include his girlfriend
Wenda and his dog, Woof.
Create a character based on yourself and draw this
in the frame below. Think about an outfit and a
particular object that you would carry with you at
all times.
Describe what your character would be like e.g.
good, bad, funny, smart or sneaky.
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Make Where’s Wally?
glasses

Creative Challenge
Find the spookiest thing in your house and either
write about it or draw it in the frame below.

You will need ·
Black card or card of another colour
Scissors
Pencil
Sticky tape

To make
1. Draw an outline of the glasses shape on the
card in pencil and then cut them out.
2. Cut out the glasses.
3. Use sticky tape to attach the arms to the
frames.
To finish your Where’s Wally? costume, just add
jeans, a red and white striped top, shoes and a
stick to carry.
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Make a Where’s Wally?
striped hat
You will need
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Pumpkin Carving
(with adult help)
Animals have always been friends to soldiers for

White woolly hat

hundreds of years. Pumpkin cats aren’t too tricky to

Red paper

make with adult help and you can make the ears and feet

Double sided fabric tape

from bits of leftover pumpkin.
You’ll need
Pumpkin
Pumpkin carving kit - to be used with an adult
Light - LED lights are ideal
Cocktail sticks for attaching cat ears and feet

To make a stripe for Wally’s hat
1. Cut a strip of red paper to make your stripe.
2. Attach pieces of double-sided fabric tape to
your hat along the bottom. Pull off the top of
the fabric tape.
3. Attach the red paper to the fabric tape.
His pompom could also be made from red tissue
paper and either attached using double sided
tape or strong glue.
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Make some camouflage topped
Rice Crispy Treats!
Ingredients:
50g butter
200g white marshmallows
150g crisped rice cereal e.g.
Rice Krispies
Green, black and brown icing pens
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Make a plastic toy soldier
costume
You will need:
Pair of green elastic waisted trousers and a
green shirt (both a size too big)
Pair of green Wellingtons
Green safari style hat
Cardboard to make the stand
2x cardboard tubes/cylinders for

How to make:
1. Melt butter in large saucepan over low heat. Add
marshmallows and stir until melted and well blended.
Cook 2 minutes longer, stirring constantly. Remove
from heat.
2. Add cereal. Stir until well coated.
3. Using buttered spatula or greaseproof paper, press
mixture evenly and firmly in buttered 20 x 30cm tin.
4. When cool decorate the top with icing pens to create a
camouflage effect.
5. Cut into squares.

binoculars or real binoculars if you
have some
How to make
1. If you don’t have a green shirt, trousers,
Wellingtons or hat you could cover an old shirt,
pair of trousers and Wellingtons with duct tape
and spray them with green paint to give them a
green plastic look. Remember to check with an
adult before painting!
2. Draw a stand shape on the cardboard, cut this
out and then paint it green.
3. Paint your cardboard tubes green to make
binoculars.
4. Paint your neck, face and hands green with
temporary body paint.
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Make your own Where’s Wally?
photo booth props

Create your own Where’s
Wally? spooky scene

You’ll need:
Every Wally scene needs a good setting so create your

Cardboard, white paint or paper

own spooky one! Start by drawing the surroundings,

Red paper, marker or paint

and then draw lots of people. Remember to make sure

Black marker
Sticks to hold the props (wooden skewers work well)
Tape or strong glue
To make:
1. Draw a woollen hat or beanie shape onto cardboard.
Remember to include a circular pompom shape at the top.
2. Cut out the hat shape you've drawn.
3. Colour the bottom of the beanie and the pompom with red
paint or marker or glue some red paper to create the
stripe.
4. Colour the space in between the pompom and the stripe
white using paint or by gluing on white paper.
5. Draw a pair of glasses on cardboard and then cut out.
6. Paint the space inside the glasses white or glue on white
paper. Leave to dry if painting. Use a black marker to draw
an outline of the glasses shape, the bridge (which sits on
the nose) and pupils.
7. Attach the glasses and hat prop to a wooden skewer with
strong glue or tape.

Wally is coloured in and well hidden among the crowd.
Then ask your family to see if they can find him!

